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Pericyclic Reactions 

An important body of chemical reactions, differing from ionic or free 

radical reactions in a number of respects, has been recognized and 

extensively studied. Among the characteristics shared by these reactions, 

three in particular set them apart.: 

      1. They are relatively unaffected by solvent changes, the presence of 

radical initiators or scavenging reagents, or (with some exceptions) by 

electrophilic or nucleophilic catalysts.  

      2. They proceed by a simultaneous or concerted collection of bond 

breaking and bond making events, often with high stereospecificity. 

      3. In agreement with 1 & 2, no discernible ionic or free radical 

intermediates lie on the reaction path.  

Since reactions of this kind often proceed by the simultaneous 

reorganization of bonding electron pairs by way of cyclic transition states, 

they have been termed pericyclic reactions. The four principle classes 

of pericyclic reactions are termed: Cycloaddition, Electrocyclic, 

Sigmatropic, and Ene Reactions. A general illustration of each class will 

be displayed by clicking on the following diagram. Corresponding 

intramolecular reactions, which create an additional ring, are well known. 
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All these reactions are potentially reversible (note the gray 

arrows). The reverse of a cycloaddition is called 

cycloreversion and proceeds by a ring cleavage and 

conversion of two sigma-bonds to two pi-bonds. The 

electrocyclic reaction shown above is a ring forming process. 

The reverse electerocyclic ring opening reaction proceeds by 

converting a sigma-bond to a pi-bond. As shown, the retro ene 

reaction cleaves an unsaturated compound into two 

unsaturated fragments. Finally, sigmatropic bond shifts may 

involve a simple migrating group, as shown in the example 

above, or may take place between two pi-electron systems 

(e.g. the Cope rearrangement).  
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Cycloaddition Reactions  

A concerted combination of two π-electron systems to form a ring of atoms 

having two new σ bonds and two fewer π bonds is called a cycloaddition 

reaction. The number of participating π-electrons in each component is given 

in brackets preceding the name, and the reorganization of electrons may be 

depicted by a cycle of curved arrows - each representing the movement of a 

pair of electrons.  

The ring-forming cycloaddition reaction is described by blue arrows, whereas 

the ring-opening cycloreversion process is designated by red arrows.  

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/react1.htm#rx4b
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The most common cycloaddition reaction is the [4π+2π] cyclization 

known as the Diels-Alder reaction. In Diels-Alder terminology the two 

reactants are referred to as the diene and the dienophile. The following 

diagram shows two examples of [4π+2π] cycloaddition, and in the 

second equation a subsequent light induced [2π+2π] cycloaddition. In 

each case the diene reactant is colored blue, and the new σ-bonds in the 

adduct are colored red.  

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene2.htm#dien3
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene2.htm#dien3
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene2.htm#dien3
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The stereospecificity of these reactions should be evident. In 

the first example, the acetoxy substituents on the diene have 

identical E-configurations, and they remain cis to each other 

in the cyclic adduct. Likewise, the ester substituents on the 

dienophile have a trans-configuration which is maintained in 

the adduct. The reactants in the second equation are both 

monocyclic, so the cycloaddition adduct has three rings. The 

orientation of the quinone six-membered ring with respect to 

the bicycloheptane system (colored blue) is endo, which 

means it is oriented cis to the longest or more unsaturated 

bridge. The alternative configuration is called exo.  

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene2.htm#dien3c
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene2.htm#dien3c
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2. Electrocyclic Reactions 

An electrocyclic reaction is the concerted cyclization of a conjugated π-

electron system by converting one π-bond to a ring forming σ-bond. The 

reverse reaction may be called electrocyclic ring opening. Two examples 

are shown on the right. The electrocyclic ring closure is is designated by 

blue arrows, and the ring opening by red arrows. Once again, the 

number of curved arrows that describe the bond reorganization is half the 

total number of electrons involved in the process. 
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In the first case, trans,cis,trans-2,4,6-octatriene undergoes thermal 

ring closure to cis-5,6-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadiene. The 

sterospecificity of this reaction is demonstrated by closure of the 

isomeric trans,cis,cis-triene to trans-5,6-dimethyl-1,3-cyclohexadiene, 

as noted in the second example. 
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3.Sigmatropic Rearrangements  

Molecular rearrangements in which a σ-bonded atom or group, flanked by 

one or more π-electron systems, shifts to a new location with a 

corresponding reorganization of the π-bonds are called sigmatropic 

reactions. The total number of σ-bonds and π-bonds remain unchanged. 

These rearrangements are described by two numbers set in brackets, which 

refer to the relative distance (in atoms) each end of the σ-bond has moved, 

as illustrated by the first equation in the diagram below. The most common 

atom to undergo sigmatropic shifts is hydrogen or one of its isotopes. The 

second equation in the diagram shows a facile [1,5] hydogen shift which 

converts a relatively unstable allene system into a conjugated triene. Note 

that this rearrangement, which involves the relocation of three pairs of 

bonding electrons, may be described by three curved arrows. 

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/special1.htm#top1
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The [3,3] sigmatropic rearrangement of 1,5-dienes or allyl vinyl ethers, 

known respectively as the Cope and Claisen rearrangements, are among 

the most commonly used sigmatropic reactions. Three examples of the 

Cope rearrangement are shown in the following diagram. Reactions 1 and 

2 (top row) demonstrate the stereospecificity of this reaction. The light blue 

σ-bond joins two allyl groups, oriented so their ends are near each other. 

Since each allyl segment is the locus of a [1,3] shift, the overall reaction is 

classified as a [3,3] rearrangement. The three pink colored curved arrows 

describe the redistribution of three bonding electron pairs in the course of 

this reversible rearrangement.  
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4. Ene Reactions  

The joining of a double or triple bond to an alkene reactant 

having a transferable allylic hydrogen is called an ene 

reaction. The reverse process is called a retro ene 

reaction  

In the bonding direction the ene reaction is characterized by the 

redistribution of three pairs of bonding electrons. and may be 

described by a cycle of three curved arrows. As noted earlier, this 

bond reorganization involves the overall conversion of a π-bond to a 

σ-bond (or the opposite in the case of retro ene fragmentation). This 

is the same bond bookkeeping change exhibited by electrocyclic 

reactions, but no rings are formed or broken in an ene reaction 

unless it is intramolecular. The following examples illustrate some 

typical ene reactions, with equation 3 being an intramolecular ene 

reaction. Ene reactions are favored when the hydrogen accepting 

reagent, the "enophile", is electrophilic. This is the case for 

reactions 1 and 2, which proceed under milder conditions than 3, 

despite the latter's intramolecular nature.  
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One characteristic shared by most pericyclic reactions, and noted 

in many cases described above, is their stereospecificity. This is 

not the first class of reactions for which a characteristic 

stereospecificity has been noted. Substitution reactions may 

proceed randomly or by "inversion" or "retention" of 

configuration. Elimination reactions may occur in an "anti" or 

"syn" fashion, or may be configurationally random. The terms 

"syn" and "anti" have also been applied to 1,2-addition reactions  

5. Stereochemical Notations  

Since these configurational change notations are not appropriate for 

pericyclic reactions, new designations are needed. Cycloaddition 

reactions and sigmatropic rearrangements both involve pairs of σ-

bond-making events (or a coupled bond-making & bond-breaking) 

associated with a π-electron system. If all the bonding events take 

place on the same face of the π-system the configuration of the 

reaction is termed suprafacial. If the bonding events occur on opposite 

sides or faces of the π-system the reaction is termed antarafacial. 

Suprafacial examples of these pericyclic transformations are shown 

below. The bracketed numbers that designate reactions of this kind 

sometimes carry subscripts (s or a) that specify their configuration. 

Thus the cycloaddition on the left may be termed a [4s + 2s] process. 

 

http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/alhalrx1.htm#hal2d
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/alhalrx3.htm#hal7
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene1.htm#add3
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene1.htm#add3
http://www.cem.msu.edu/~reusch/VirtualText/addene1.htm#add3
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Although cycloaddition reactions are concerted (no intermediate 

species are formed), the two new bonds are not necessarily formed 

in a synchronous fashion. Depending on partial charge distribution 

in the diene and dienophile reactants, the formation of one bond may 

lead the development of the other. Such unsymmetrical transition 

state bonding is termed asynchronous  

A Suprafacial [4+2] Cycloaddition  
A Suprafacial [3,3] Sigmatropic Rearrangement  
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A different notation for configurational change is required for 

electrocyclic reactions. In these cases a σ-bond between 

the ends of a conjugated π-electron system is either made or 

broken with a corresponding loss or gain of a π-bond. For 

this to happen, the terminal carbon atoms of the conjugated 

π-electron system must be rehybridized with an 

accompanying rotatation or twisting of roughly 90º. When 

viewed along the axis of rotation, the two end groups may 

turn in the same direction, termed conrotatory, or in 

oppposite directions, termed disrotatory. The prefixes con 

and dis may be remembered by association with their 

presence in the words concur & disagree. These two modes 

of electrocyclic reaction are shown in the following diagram in 

the general form in which they are most commonly observed. 

Specific examples of these electrocyclic reactions were  
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A Disrotatory Electrocyclic 

Closure 

A Conrotatory Electrocyclic 

Opening 
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O

O

4-oxatricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-ene-

3,5-dione

O

O

O

3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-2-benzofuran-
1,3-dione

syf. 2

syf. 2

O

O
syf.3

tricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]deca-3,8-

diene

syf.3

tricyclo[6.2.2.02,7]dodeca-4,9-diene-

3,6-dione

O

CN

7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-5-ene-2-
carbonitrile

O

O

O

4-oxatricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-ene-3,5-

dione

syf.3 syf.3

O

CO2Me

CO2Me

dimethyl 7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]hepta-2,5-diene-
2,3-dicarboxylate

TM1

CH2

4-vinyl-1,2-dihydro
naphthalene

syf.5

CH2

OH

MeO

6-methoxy-1-vinyl-1,2,3,4-
tetrahydronaphthalen-1-ol

syf.6

OH

MeO

CH

1-ethynyl-6-methoxy-1,2,3,4-tetrahy
dronaphthalen-1-ol

syf.6
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O

MeO

6-methoxy-3,4-dihydronaphthalen-
1(2H)-one

syf.6

CH3

OH

OH

[(1R,2R)-4-methylcyclohex-4-ene-1,2-diyl]
dimethanol

TM4

CH3 CO2Et

CO2Et

diethyl (1R,2R)-4-methylcyclohex-4-ene-
1,2-dicarboxylate

dimethyl 3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-6-phenylcyclohexa-
1,4-diene-1,2-dicarboxylate

syf.7

syf.7

syf.7

CO2Me

CO2Me

OMe

OMe

CO2Me

CO2Me

OMe

dimethyl 4-methoxy-1,1':4',1''-terphenyl-
2',3'-dicarboxylate

syf.7

1-methoxy-4-[(1E,3E)-4-phenylbuta-1,3-dien-1-yl]
benzene
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EtO2C

CO2Et

CO2Et

H

H

CO2Et

diethyl (1R,2R)-cyclohex-4-ene-1,2-dicarboxylate

O

O

O

H

H

(3aR,7aS)-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-
2-benzofuran-1,3-dione

syf.9

syf.10

syf.9

CH3

O

O

CH3

CH3

sec-butyl (1R,6R)-6-methylcyclohex-3-ene-1-carboxylate

syf.10

Ph

Ph

H

H

CO2Me

CO2Me

dimethyl (3R,6S)-3,6-diphenylcyclohexa-
1,4-diene-1,2-dicarboxylate

O

O

O

HH

4-oxatricyclo[5.2.1.02,6]dec-8-ene-3,5-dione

diethyl 
tricyclo[6.2.0.02,5]dec-5-ene-1,8-dicarboxylate


